


How much carbon do US forests store each year?	  
2018 net flux of CO2e in US forests, urban trees, and harvested 

wood products 

In 2018, the 691 million acres 
of US forestland sequestered 
564.5 million tons CO2e  

Net sequestration across all 
5 categories offsets 11% of 
total US greenhouse gas 
emissions annually 

Source:    Domke  et  al.  (2020)  USDA  Resource  Update  FS-‐227
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not all us forestland is a carbon sink 



“Natural Climate Solutions”: Unrealistic demands on our forests? 

Making up the lost harvest 
through reforestation & thinning 
fire-prone forests in the west 

Raising the price of forest 
carbon credit from ~$10 to ~
$50 a ton 
	  

Halting all harvests on private 
non-plantation forestland 
across the US 
	  

Source:    Fargione  et  al.  2018,  Science  Advances

“Natural Climate Solutions”  
paper posits increasing forest 
sequestration by 40% via: 



Monetizing forest carbon offsets 

Certify credits on both voluntary and 
compliance markets 

Develop standardized methods for 
calculating the offsets generated by a 
very wide range of activities (not just 
forestry) 

registries 

Emergence of a booming carbon offset market 



3 key standards for carbon credits 

additionality no leakage permanence 

Credits counted only for 
additional sequestration that 
happens above what would 
occur in the absence of 
the deal	  

Harvest reduction to produce 
new offsets on one property 
doesn’t drive increased 
harvests elsewhere	  

CO2 removed from the 
atmosphere stays out of the 
atmosphere indefinitely	  



Carbon credits in practice 
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What is truly additional? 

 The importance of the business-as-usual baseline 

Projected	  change	  in	  carbon	  sequestra3on	  
under	  the	  project	  

Projected	  change	  under	  profit-‐maximizing	  
“business-‐as-‐usual”	  baseline	  

Allowable	  gross	  credits	  in	  
Year	  3	  =	  14.9	  tons	  CO2e/
acre	  	  

20-‐year	  baseline	  
average	  

Baseline - forest biomass is 
reduced by 90% in the first 10 
years 

“Gross” credits - reduced by 
55% to allow for leakage (40%) 
and disturbances (15%) 

Tradeable credits in first 7 years 
= 196,834 tons from 4,439 acres 

Tradeable credits in next 3 years  
= 11,178 tons 

The calculation The result 

Project sells credits for ~ 197,000 
tons over the first 7 years

But only 7,900 credits are 
expected from growth of current 
forests over the same period


96% 

Credits sold due to 
the wildly unrealistic 
baseline calculation

Case: Albany Water 
Board offset project



Reality check: true potential additionality  



unintended consequences of US forest carbon offset markets? 

Pollution continues in vulnerable communities Drives forest products industry overseas 



Achieving Net Zero:  

What role should forests play in a carbon neutral, sustainable world? 



What can you do? 


